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**Transfer of Math 135 as FS to UHM:** It has been clarified that Math 135, if designated FS from a campus participating in the Foundations Board, will count as meeting the FS requirement for the BA degree in the College of Arts and Sciences. The College of Arts and Sciences has a program requirement for math that does not include Math 135. The student earning a BA degree in the College of Arts and Sciences must complete one of these designated math courses.

**Clarification of the AAT(Associates of Arts in Teaching, offered by Leeward CC) as an AA degree:** After a review by the Chief Academic Officers and discussions with education programs at UHM and UHWO, it was clarified that the AAT is an AA degree and as stated in E5.209, meets general education core requirements at the three baccalaureate degree granting campuses of the UH system.

**Transfer of Career and Technical Education (CTE) credits:** UH Hilo reported at a meeting of the Systemwide Academic Advising and Transfer Network that they have lifted their cap on transfer credits and will transfer CTE credits for courses numbered 100+. These courses will be designated as career and technical education credits. A concern for UHH was that accepting in transfer CTE credits may limit financial aid. There is an upper limit of credits a student may earn for eligibility for financial aid. When students reach this limit, they lose their financial aid but may still have a semester or two left to graduate. UHH will monitor the impact of this change on their students.

**Degree Pathways Agreements:** New degree pathway agreements have been signed between UH West O‘ahu and Kapi‘olani CC (Mananwai agreement) and UH Hilo and Hawai‘i CC. See [http://www.hawaii.edu/vpaa/system_aa/articulation/articulation.html](http://www.hawaii.edu/vpaa/system_aa/articulation/articulation.html) for copies of these dual enrollment, dual admission agreements.

**Updated two to four year transfer data:** See attached table from IRO.

Please contact Joanne Itano (itano@hawaii.edu) with any questions and any items for discussion by UCA.